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gerard manley hopkins - poems - poemhunter: poems - gerard manley hopkins was born in stratford,
essex,as the first of nine children to manley and catherine (smith) hopkins. his father founded a marine
insurance firm and, at one time, was the british consul general in hawaii. he was also, for a time, the church
warden at st john-at-hampstead and a published writer whose poems of gerard manley hopkins - public
library uk - early poems poems of gerard manley hopkins early poems 4. for a picture of st. dorothea i bear a
basket lined with grass; i am so light, i am so fair, that men must wonder as i pass and at the basket that i
bear, where in a newly−drawn green litter sweet flowers i carry, −− sweets for bitter. a close reading of
seven poems by gerard manley hopkins ... - a close reading of seven poems by gerard manley hopkins:
parts ii & iii peter cash part ii introductionn ottingham university, october 1968: as a fresh undergraduate, my
first-ever class was on the poetry of gerard manley hopkins. it says something about first impressions that, no
matter how much of a shock they are, gospel in gerard manley hopkins - plough - the gospel in gerard
manley hopkins . combines scholarly accuracy with critical acumen. ellsberg’s extensive commentary on
hopkins’s verse and prose texts both elucidates his thought and provides illuminating context for the poems.
meanwhile she sustains her larger argument on the spiritual development of gerard manley hopkins’
sprung rhythm: corpus study and ... - gerard manley hopkins was educated at oxford and was converted
there to roman catholicism. his adult life was spent as an ordained catholic priest, a member of the jesuit
order. he was little known in his lifetime and for the most part circulated his poems only among family and
friends. the latter included sympathetic fellow poets, with whom ... gerard manley hopkins: the struggle
for poetic vision - gerard manley hopkins was born at stratford in essex on july 28, 1844, the first child of
kate and manley hopkins. hopkins" family was a conventional victorian one, and reasonably well off. manley
hopkins, gerard"s father, was a successful businessman who ran a marine insurance firm, and also held the
position of the history and the critical reception of the poems of ... - poems of gerard manley hopkins,
s.j. mary julienne loyola university chicago this thesis is brought to you for free and open access by the theses
and dissertations at loyola ecommons. it has been accepted for inclusion in master's theses by an authorized
administrator of loyola ecommons. for more information, please contactecommons@luc.
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